UNIT 11: Which Patrick (cartoon character) best represents how you are feeling at the END of today’s Group Chat?

Patrick Image 1: Patrick is smiling and drooling, as if he is hungry.
Patrick Image 2: Patrick’s eyes are half-closed, and there is a small amount of drool coming from his mouth, as if he was waking up.
Patrick Image 3: Patrick is standing up and has a content, slight smile on his face.
Patrick Image 4: Patrick is sitting down and holding a hammer, and he appears confused. There is a piece of wood nailed to his forehead.
Patrick Image 5: Patrick’s mouth is wide open, his eyes are bugging out of his head, and he appears shocked.
Patrick Image 6: Patrick is standing up and has a large smile on his face, with his arms in the air.
Patrick Image 7: Patrick is lying on his stomach with his hands under his chin. His eyes are large and twinkling.
Patrick Image 8: Patrick has a mischievous look on his face. He is rubbing his hands together, and his eyebrows are raised.
Patrick Image 9: Patrick is blushing and has a wide smile on his face, showing three teeth.